SCHLEIER-SMITH LAB RENOVATION AT VARIAN BUILDING 2nd FLOOR

Weekly construction update for the week of 9/3/13 – 9/6/13

This week’s activities: 9/3/13 – 9/6/13
   1) Install overhead Mesh on optical Racks (may cause noise from cutting)
   2) Cable tray installation (may cause noise from cutting)

Next week’s activities: 9/9/13 – 9/13/13
   3) Install optical tables 9/6 - 9/9 (will be wheeled in through hallways)
   4) Mechanical duct rework in mechanical closet 9/9 – 9/13 (may cause noise)
   5) Professor office 9/10/13 – 9/12/13 (movement through hallways)
      Student Room 9/12/13 – 9/13/13 (movement through hallways)

Activities: 9/16/13 – 9/20/13
   6) Install transformer 9/17/13 (shutdown will be required for tie-in)
   7) Install second AC unit in mechanical closet 9/18/13 (will be wheeled in through hallway)

CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS
   8) Jobsite Working Hours: 6am to 2pm.

   9) There will be temporary barricades and Floor protection in the
      Corridors Hallways of the 2nd floor and construction noise for the
      Duration of the Project.
10) The Project will still have some activities that will be impacting the Walls adjoining the Labs. Sheetrock installation, screwing off sheetrock, taping, texture, HVAC installation, Fire Sprinkler, Installation. All the above tasks will be ongoing throughout the duration of the Project.

11) Anchor Drilling (this activity will cause noise and some vibration) to be performed between the hours of 6:00 am and 2:00 pm. Ceiling slab will be most affected by drilling.

Note: For your safety and the safety of the workers: No unauthorized persons may enter the construction area without authorization of Level 10 Construction

For additional information on this project contact Paul Forti, Department of Project Management at 650-723-7725 or by email at Pforti@stanford.edu